WHY JOIN YOUR LOCAL ASAHP STUDENT ASSEMBLY?

**LEADERSHIP**

Stand out from your peers by becoming a Student Assembly leader. Leadership experience makes for a more diverse and well rounded employee and applicant.

**EXPOSURE**

The Student Assembly exposes members to other students across the country, teaching interprofessionalism as well as broadening the student's knowledge of different health practices.

**PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT**

ASAHP-SA has designed our program to aid in your professional development. Through chapter meetings, broadcast seminars, and clinical experience you can earn an ASAHP-SA certification.

**COLLABORATION**

We are an organization that provides networking opportunities for students who are aspiring to gain employment in health fields, as well as offer educational opportunities that further develop and enrich the learning of student members.

They may forget your name, but they will never forget how you made them feel. – Maya Angelou

studentassembly@asahp.org